
Now it the time for all sane people  
to come to the aid of our planet. 

Visit WeAreSaners.org to learn about our group and our plans. 
Sign up for the email list at WeAreSaners.org/join. 


This is for you. This is for everyone.


Download a copy of this booklet. 
Print and leave at coffee shops and other public places. 

WeAreSaners.org/Actions 
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Save the Earth  
from Climate Collapse  

and Cruelty 
for no profit and all fun





WeAreSaners.org


A SANERS MOVEMENT PUBLICATION

Please share! Do not discard! 



In India, ordinary citizens ousted the British Empire without firing 
a shot. In country after country, ordinary people threw out the 
dictator—in Tunisia, in Egypt, in Serbia, in Libya, dozens and 
dozens of countries. Ordinary people tore down the Berlin Wall, 
and dismembered the Soviet Empire. Ordinary people—like YOU
—have enormous power. But governments and corporations 
want you to feel powerless.


It is only that feeling of powerlessness that allows foolish leaders 
to continue pouring gigatons of toxins into your air, water and 
soil. It is only that illusory powerlessness that enables them to 
destroy the habitability of the Earth, to doom your children, and 
to keep you working for them and obeying them.


The alternative is simple. Say no and stop cooperating. Without 
us, without our active cooperation and support, no "powerful" 
leaders have any power whatsoever. WE can save our planet. WE 
can save our children. WE can treat each other with love and 
respect, instead of hatred and violence and bigotry.


We need to make that decision, and we need to learn from 
successful movements of the past. Leaders everywhere have 
failed—in nearly every country and under every system. They are 
stupidly killing everyone's future—including the future of their 
own children and grandchildren. We will disempower them for 
everyone's good. We will establish a better way, better values, 
and a sustainable and humane way of living.


We are The Saners. 


If you love your children, or love life, or love Nature, you are 
already one of us. You are a Saner. You can sign up, get on the 
email list, and begin your own actions—however small—to 
protect and promote goodness and sanity in our world. You can 
say "no" to hate and "yes" to love.


You can join the playful yet unstoppable force. You can live and 
laugh and share joy. Because we will embody this better society 
even as we create it. We offer sanity and kindness while our 
existing civilization offers only an endless war of all against all, 
and enables ridiculous elites—dictators, plutocrats, fanatics—to 
set the rules.


We laugh at their rules. We disobey their orders. We refuse to 
destroy. We create. We build. We change what needs changing. 
Ordinary people number in the billions. The failed elites number 
in the thousands. Once we decide to act, they have no chance.


But someone must go first to awaken the ordinary people. Many 
people are fearful, worried, anxious. Many have given up in 
advance. Some do not know they (and we) have power. We must 
show everyone that we can do this. Indeed, with the number of 
people who are motivated by love—people who love their 
children, or love life—we can be unstoppable.


The Saners are HERE. We have begun. We are already meeting, 
sharing information, developing plans. We are stubborn, 
determined to use nonviolent non-cooperation in a strategic way, 
a way that history proves can succeed.


We are going forward. Will you join us?



